SUGGESTIONS TO CONTRIBUTORS

Papers to be published in Pharmacological Reviews are, for the most part, invited by the Editor after consideration of recommendations from the Associate Editors and other consultants and evaluation of outlines and statements of central theme submitted by the prospective authors. Others who have an interest in writing for Pharmacological Reviews are also encouraged to send proposals to the Editor. After submission of the manuscript, it is reviewed by three or more experts in the field and, depending on their comments, revisions may be requested.

Articles in Pharmacological Reviews deal mainly with the current status of the subject under review. They are to be written clearly and concisely and should be intelligible to non-specialists, with definitions of unfamiliar technical terms and explanations of difficult or controversial points included. At the same time, the review is to be sufficiently precise and detailed to command the attention and respect of experts in the field. Selective rather than exhaustive coverage of the literature is requested. Previous reviews of the subject and related fields should be cited. Authors are asked to be critical of methods, results, and conclusions and to challenge accepted concepts where warranted. Conflicting points of view are to be presented objectively in good perspective. Deficiencies in the field may be pointed out and avenues for further work may be indicated.

When an invitation to write a review is accepted, the author is asked to estimate the time when the manuscript will be submitted. If it becomes necessary to extend the original deadline, the author should notify the Editor immediately and set a new deadline. Authors also are requested to provide the Editor with an estimate of the length of the review article. The usual length range between 12 and 50 printed pages, corresponding to about 40 to 150 manuscript pages.

Diagrams, tables, and, occasionally, illustrations may be included if necessary to bring out new concepts and important relationships, or when access by the reader to original sources would be unusually difficult.

Reference works used by the Editor for definitions, usage, spelling, and punctuation are as follows:


Manuscripts to be published in Pharmacological Reviews must be written in the English language. For words spelled differently in current American and British usage, authors may follow either usage but are asked to do so consistently throughout the manuscript.

Manuscripts are to be typewritten, double-spaced, on white paper of good quality. The U.S.A. standard 8 1/2- by 11-inch paper is preferred but the longer paper customarily used by authors from other countries is also acceptable. Each table is to be typed, double-spaced, on a separate sheet of paper. Legends for figures, footnotes in the text, and references are also to begin on separate sheets, all lines double-spaced.

On first mention of an unfamiliar drug in the text of the article, it is desirable to give the official or generic (nonproprietary) name by which the drug is known in the U.S.A. or the country of origin of the manuscript. This may be followed by parentheses in which may appear official or generic names of the drug in other countries, selected familiar trade names, and the chemical name. (A diagram of the chemical structure shown in a figure often will be preferable to the spelled-out chemical name.) Example for a manuscript from the U.K.: "Thiopentone sodium, B.P. (Thiopental sodium, U.S.P.; Pentothal sodium.)" Thereafter, the author may use whichever nonproprietary name is thought most suitable without giving synonyms. Similar considerations apply to non-standard abbreviations and acronyms. Standard abbreviations may be found in the CBE Style Manual or in J. Biol. Chem. 262: 1–11, 1987.

Arabic numerals are used for all definite weights, measurements, percentages, and degrees of temperature. All weights, volumes, doses, etc., are to be given in metric units. Whenever possible, doses should be related to unit weight, surface area, or other standard. The concentrations of solutions may be indicated as normal, molar, or %. If percentages are used, a notation should be included to indicate whether percent is based on weight (w/w), % by volume (v/v), or a given weight of solute in 100 ml of solution (w/v) is intended. It is generally desirable to express quantities in units that give the closest approximation to unity, e.g., 0.5 mg and 1.5 g rather than 0.0005 g and 1500 mg. Abbreviations should conform to internationally accepted usage, viz., kg, g, mg, μg, l, ml, μl, cm, mm, μm, Å, cm², cm³, etc. For per cent the symbol % should be used.

Illustrations should be submitted in duplicate as unmounted glossy photographic prints, no larger than 8 by 10 inches. The authors' name and address, and the number of the figure should be placed on the back of each print. Illustrations must be clear enough to permit reproduction without retouching, and legibility after reduction to single-column size (approximately 3/4 inches in width). Uniform symbolism should be used for all illustrations in a manuscript. Symbols, numbers, and letters in the illustrations must be at least 1.5 mm in height after reduction to single column size. The title of each figure should appear in the legend rather than on the figure itself. Photomicrographs and electron micrographs should be labeled with a magnification calibration in micro or Angstrom units. A statement of the magnification should appear in the figure legend.

References to the literature cited are to be grouped at the end of the manuscript under the heading REFERENCES. They are to be arranged in alphabetical order. The proper order is to be determined by the following rules, which are to be applied in the sequence listed:

1. Arrange the references alphabetically according to the last name of the first author.
2. If there are two or more first authors with identical last names, arrange alphabetically according to the first authors' initials.
3. References with coauthors are to be follow those by the first author alone. Arrange them alphabetically according to the first coauthors' names. If there are two or more papers with the same first two authors, arrange alphabetically according to the second coauthors' names, etc.
4. If there are two or more references by the same author, or by the same sequence of authors, arrange according to date of publication,
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Examples of references to books and chapters as well as to journal articles.


After Acceptance: When an article has been accepted for publication, authors with access to Apple Macintosh, IBM-PC, or compatible personal computers may submit the final manuscript on diskette. Software preference is XyWrite III Plus or Word Perfect version 4.2 or 5.0 with input media of 5¼ diskettes. Two hard copies must accompany the diskette. This will expedite the publication process for Williams & Wilkins.

Please note, the above word processing program is our preference. However, we can accept diskettes created from other commonly used software programs.

When submitting a final manuscript on diskette and after all required revisions have been made please include: — diskette (3¾ or 5¼ inch), — 2 hard copies of the manuscript (8½ × 11) double spaced, and — the name of the software program and version, e.g., Word Perfect/4.2.

Authors of published reviews receive jointly 50 reprints free of charge.
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Suggestions to Contributors will be found in each issue of PHARMACOLOGICAL REVIEWS. Copies may be obtained on request from the Editor, Dr. Robert E. Stitzel, Professor and Associate Chairman, Department of Pharmacology and Toxicology, West Virginia University Health Sciences Center, Morgantown, WV 26506.